Pseudogenization and Resurrection of a Speciation Gene.
A persistent question in evolutionary biology is how complex phenotypes evolve and whether phenotypic transitions are reversible. Multiple losses of floral pigmentation have been documented in the angiosperms, but color re-gain has not yet been described, supporting that re-gain is unlikely. Pollinator-mediated selection in Petunia has resulted in several color shifts comprised of both losses and gains of color. The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 has been identified as a major locus responsible for shifts in pollinator preference. Whereas the loss of visible color has previously been attributed to repeated pseudogenization of AN2, here, we describe the mechanism of an independent re-gain of floral color via AN2 evolution. In P. secreta, purple color is restored through the improbable resurrection of AN2 gene function from a non-functional AN2-ancestor by a single reading-frame-restoring mutation. Thus, floral color evolution in Petunia is mechanistically dependent on AN2 functionality, highlighting its role as a hotspot in color transitions and a speciation gene for the genus.